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Welcome

John Kuhlmann Madsen
Dean of the Faculty of Humanities, University of Copenhagen

Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues,

I have been told that this is the second time you have honoured our Faculty with a Nodalida meeting. The first one took place in the now – computationally speaking, if you allow me – almost prehistoric year of 1979.

Permit me to take some minutes of your precious time to talk about language studies in rather general terms.

The seventies were the heyday of massive student interest in formal linguistics. In later years we discovered a rather disturbing movement away from the formal aspects of language study, more or less corresponding to the exodus from the maths and physics departments. A couple of years ago we made a small survey of the modern language departments, focusing on the themes of the minor theses, (which are compulsory for obtaining the MA degree). It was shocking for me to learn that in two consecutive academic years there was no minor thesis on theoretical aspects of grammar, phonology, or semantics, in English, French, German, or Spanish. The closest we got to linguistics in language studies were the essays on sociological aspects of some speech community in some distant regional areas, and the like. We can detect the same tendency when applicants make their first choice: first in line we have psychology, general literature, film and media studies, history of art, philosophy, theatre studies, and history. I am sure you get the overall picture: the main interest lies within hermeneutics and aesthetics. According to fellow deans from other arts and humanities faculties the results of our survey are not exceptional. We are facing a similar trend in the nineties. The way I see it, we are talking about a trend that must be halted; not to save our language and linguistics departments, but simply because the small Nordic countries cannot do without top-level language education. We like to think that we speak foreign languages better than the foreigners do. I must confess that I am not so sure of the correctness of this opinion. On the other hand, you need not be a formal linguist to speak a foreign language beautifully, but, if only a tiny minority feels attracted by the study of grammar, I fear teachers will soon experience some difficulty correcting their pupils.

I feel that in promoting linguistic language studies we are moving upstream. I am confident that it will be worth our while. However, we must be realistic in our efforts. Some years ago our Minister of Education tried to force students in specific directions. He succeeded only in causing severe damage to many subject areas, especially within the humanities and, ironically enough, in their language departments. We still suffer from his peculiar ideology. The way I see it, the study of language must regain its attraction on its own terms. The jobs are there, the teachers are – still – there, but how do we attract students other than those who have been au pairs? The usual trick is to sit back and leave it to the secondary school system. The interest must be created in secondary school, but why leave it all to others. Why do we not collaborate with the language departments?
teachers and their principals to at least gain some understanding of the situation? For our part that is exactly what we are doing now. In mid February headmasters from the eastern part of the country will meet at our Faculty to start a discussion on how we can get to understand each other’s needs. Hopefully, that meeting will lead to further meetings on specific subjects, including language and linguistics.

Last year we noticed an increased interest in linguistics among our applicants. Hoping for a turn of the tide I look forward to welcoming many future linguists – computational or not – at our Faculty. I am confident that your work – here and elsewhere – will be inspiring both for your fellow specialists and for the study of language in general.

It's my pleasure to bid you welcome to two days of mutual inspiration.

Thank you
Introduction

Bente Maegaard
Programme chair

The Nordic conference of Computational Linguistics (Nordiske Datalingvistikdage, NODALIDA) is a biannual event, directed to the researchers, students and industrialists in the field of computational linguistics as well as to all interested parties. Most of the participants are from the Nordic countries.

Papers were invited from all areas of computational linguistics, including but not restricted to: morphological, syntactic, semantic and textual analysis and generation, speech processing, machine translation, computational lexicography and processing of monolingual or multilingual text corpora.

The programme featured many of these with a specific focus on corpus related work, i.e. the creation of corpora, and their use for different purposes. Research and development concerning computational lexica was discussed in a couple of papers. Another feature worth mentioning is that several papers discussed the use of the Internet in connection with computational linguistic applications: making corpora available on the Internet, making educational software packages available on the Internet etc.

I wish to thank warmly the programme committee who with their expertise and their readiness to provide feedback to the authors and to me very fast, made it possible to provide a very interesting programme. The programme committee consisted of Kimmo Koskenniemi, Helsinki, Peter Molbæk Hansen, Copenhagen, Torbjørn Nordgård, Trondheim, and Anna Sågvall Hein, Uppsala.

A panel discussion on The Nordic languages in the Information Society - a responsibility for computational linguistics and computational linguists? showed that the interest from public funding agencies in supporting computational linguistics has been and is different in the various Nordic countries. The Nordic Council discussed the language issue last May, and it was suggested that a coordinated approach be made to the Nordic Council concerning the protection and reinforcement of the Nordic languages which are ‘less used’ on a world basis.